What You Need to Know
The Nike x Artist collection is a series of sneaker collaborations with well-respected, streetwear-linked artists — Parra, KAWS, Tom Sachs, Virgil
Abloh and FUTURA — who have each played a role in democratizing what we consider art. These featured artists have become some of the biggest
names in sneaker culture.

Collection Details

Drop Details

Collection


Offering Type


Brand


CATEGORY


sneakers


Risk


Nike x Artist 


Public


Sneakers


Nike


Nike Air Force 1 “Kaws”

Nike Air Max 90 Current x Kaws "Black Volt”

Nike x Tom Sachs Mars Yard 1.0 

Nike x Tom Sachs Mars Yard 2.0 

Nike SB Dunk High “Unkle” 

Nike Air Max 1 Patta x Parra “Cherrywood” 

Nike Air Force 1 Off-White “MoMA”


High

Drop Size


$27,500 / $25 per share

MINIMUM INVESTMENT


$25.00

Condition


Deadstock with Boxes

About the Sneakers

Nike Air Max 1 Parra x Patta “Cherrywood”


In 2009, Patta partnered with Nike to release 4 iterations of the Air Max 1 in celebration of their 5th anniversary.
A year later, Patta teamed up with Dutch artist Parra, to release an extremely limited (258 pairs worldwide) run
of a fifth, burgundy colorway. It is thought to be one of the most highly coveted Air Max 1 colorways ever
created.

Nike Air Force 1 “KAWS”


The Nike Air Force 1 “KAWS” was released in 2008 as a part of the 1WORLD campaign. Eighteen innovators
from around the world, spanning different disciplines, were given the opportunity to create their own Air Force 1.
Other collaborators included CLOT, Questlove and Michael Lau.

About the Sneakers

Nike Air Max 90 Current x Kaws “Black Volt”

The Nike Air Max 90 Current x Kaws “Black Volt” was released in 2008. Kaws teamed up with Nike Footwear
Director Jesse Leyva to give technical updates to the classic Nike silhouette, taking cues from the Nike ACG
program. The shoes were released exclusively at Nike Sportswear stores. 


Nike x Tom Sachs Mars Yard 1.0

In 2012, Tom Sachs partnered with Nike to release the NikeCraft Mars Yard; a shoe inspired by Sachs’ work with
NASA scientists in preparation for his 2012 exhibition, SPACE PROGRAM 2.0: Mars.

Nike x Tom Sachs Mars Yard 2.0

Five years after the initial release, in 2019, Sachs partnered with Nike again to release an improved version of
the original Mars Yard shoe, known as the Mars Yard 2.0 and included in this collection. Unsatisfied with how
the first version wore-in over time, the updated version features new materials for better performance, longevity
and durability. 


Nike SB Dunk High “Unkle”

In 2003, Futura was commissioned to paint the album cover for European trip-hop trio, U.N.K.L.E.’s “Never,
Never, Land” album. In 2004, Nike partnered with James Lavelle (leader of U.N.K.L.E.) to release a Nike SB
Dunk, utilizing Futura’s album artwork for the shoe’s design. This shoe’s collaboration marked an important
intersection between the world of skateboarding and fashion. 


Nike Air Force 1 x

Off-White

“MoMA”


In 2018, a year after releasing “The Ten” collection, Virgil partnered with New York’s Museum of Modern Art
(MoMA) to release an exclusive Nike Air Force 1 colorway. The shoes were released at the MoMA store,
celebrating the opening of the Items: Is Fashion Modern? exhibition. 


Why We’re Excited

Risks

Grail Status

Supply Risk

Over the years, Nike has released a handful of shoes that resulted from collaborations

In the event that Nike, collectors, or other reseller flood the market with the sneakers in

with well-known artists. Many of the shoes in the bundle are considered the best of the

this bundle, prices may fall.

artist collaboration roster by blogs and collectors, and have been referenced as some of
the most “highly valuable” shoes on the market.

Cultural Influence

Loss of Cultural Relevance

All of the artists in this bundle — KAWS, Tom Sachs, Virgil Abloh, Futura, and Parra —

Demand for these sneakers is highly correlated with the popularity of the artists that

have cemented legacies in contemporary and street art. Influencing sneaker culture as a

helped create them. If the market’s perception of the artists in this bundle changes, the

whole, shoes like the Nike SB Dunk High “Unkle” helped to pioneer the popularity and

value of the bundle may be adversely impacted.

success of Nike’s collaboration releases, while featured artists like Tom Sachs, Virgil
Abloh, and KAWS, are now some of the biggest names in sneaker culture.


Scarcity and Condition

Market Risk

All the sneakers are considered scarce, compounded by their deadstock, unworn

Current uncertainty in the market due to COVID-19 could drive greater price volatility.

condition. While exact numbers are difficult to confirm, it is rumored that the highest
per-pair production number in the bundle, corresponding to the Tom Sachs Mars Yard
2.0, is around 8,000 or less. The sneakers’ release dates range from 2004 to 2018, so
finding these shoes in deadstock (unworn) condition is increasingly rare. 


At a Glance
Diligence

Years

2004-2018

Size (US Men’s)

10-12

Condition

Deadstock

Box / Accessories

Included

2018-2019 Appreciation

59.3%*

Number of Pairs

7

*Methodology: Based on average historical sales per year on StockX of $13,661 in 2018 and $21,763 in 2019 for the entire collection. Year range is
bound by the 2018 release of the Nike Air Force 1 x Off-White and lack of sales in 2020 of the KAWS Air Max 90 "Black Volt”, Tom Sachs Mars Yard
1.0, and Nike Air Max 1 "Patta x Parra".




Investment Risk
This investment is speculative and involves substantial risks to consider before investing, outlined in the Offering Circular and including, but not
limited to, illiquidity, lack of diversification, and complete loss of capital. Also, the adverse economic effects of the COVID-19 pandemic are unknown
and could materially impact this investment. 


This investment is speculative and involves substantial risks to consider before investing, outlined in the Offering Circular and including, but not
limited to, illiquidity, lack of diversification, and complete loss of capital. Also, the adverse economic effects of the COVID-19 pandemic are unknown
and could materially impact this investment. 


All securities-related activity is conducted by North Capital Private Securities Corporation, a registered broker-dealer, and member FINRA, SIPC,
located at 623 E Ft. Union Blvd, Suite 101, Salt Lake City, Utah 84047.


Please do not use email to request, authorize, or effect the purchase or sale of any security or commodity. Unfortunately, we cannot execute such
instructions provided in email.


If you have received this communication in error, please destroy all electronic and paper copies and notify the sender immediately. Erroneous
transmission is not intended to waive confidentiality or privilege. NCPS reserves the right, to the extent permitted under applicable law, to monitor
electronic communications.


Otis is sponsoring a public offering pursuant to Regulation A under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended. The offering circular can be found here.
Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Investments in alternatives, such as the investments offered on the Otis platform, are
illiquid and carry the risk of complete loss of capital. Key risks include, but are not limited to, no operating history, limited diversification, risk of
damage or theft and no voting rights. Investors should carefully review the risks located in the offering circular for a more comprehensive discussion
of risk.

